
BAIIA 
Size Guide



BAIIA stands for “one who has the capacity to
change the world for the better”, and this ethos is
directly reflected in the way this incredible
business operates. 

BAIIA creates versatile, size inclusive swimwear
by using a material made from recycled plastic;
plastic that would otherwise be polluting our
precious land and waterways. 

BAIIA's hero product, the award-winning Wrapsuit,
is made up of three separate pieces (a body piece,
chest piece and a detachable tie) for maximum
versatility, which can make it a little confusing
when choosing the perfect size.



But first of all...



Wearing the Wrapsuit



Mix and match with other Wrapsuits



The size guides...











A few fit notes from BAIIA...



We believe the best way to find your perfect fit is to: measure your bust, waist and hips and
use the chart to find the size your dimensions best line up with.

Our material is super firm and will hold onto your shape (similar to shapewear or activewear).

Due to the thickness of our fabrics and our suit's shape controlling properties, they should feel
quite snug or tight initially - especially when first putting them on. The nature of these fabrics
is to soften to your shape after a few wears, making them much more comfortable once worn
in, particularly around the hip area. Swimwear fabric naturally also becomes more generous in
stretch when in contact with water.

Our sizes are true to standard Australian sizing, however they are a firmer fit initially to allow
for any softening of the fabric. If you have two or more measurements within one size, we
generally recommend that one for the perfect fit. 

Some of our customers actually tend to go for a size bigger if it is triple-lined as this fit is less
compressive. 

Email yourfriends@ethicalmadeeasy.com if you'd like a hand and we will do our best to help you
out!



Q and A's, from BAIIA to you...



Q: Will these work for larger busts?

A: Yes! But it depends on what you're wanting from
a swimsuit. While our suits are either double or
triple lined (Triple lined meaning these styles are
the most supportive, this is outlined on each
product page) with our incredibly firm Italian
fabrics, the suits do not feature underwire or
padding. This is to allow for the suit's reversibility.
The design & construction of the suit itself also
naturally assists to hold the girls up and the waist
tie happens to come in handy if you're wanting
more of a halter neck look.



Q: How much booty coverage do these give?

A: Neither cheeky nor boy-leg, our backside
coverage is the perfect mix between the two -
offering the benefits of both. We're constantly
refining the Wrapsuit coverage from the feedback
we are given. 

The design of the suit is made so that the fabric,
specifically around your hips, will naturally soften
with wear. So don't fret if the suit feels very snug
around your hips at first! It's important to note that
the nature of swimwear fabric is to become more
generous in stretch when wet too.



Q: What about torso length?

A: Fits may differ due to body torso length and
height. Due to our signature three-piece design,
torso length does not often affect your size in the
same way a traditional one-piece design might.
However, women who identify as being 'shorter'
generally find more success going a size down if
they are between sizes, and women with a longer
torso tend to size up. Because only one strap is
anchored to the crotch, you won't find it as
restrictive as a traditional one-piece. However, the
bum coverage can be different on women with
longer torsos and some do choose to size up for
this reason.


